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Executive Summary

New evidence from Chinese government documents and media reports shows that hundreds of thousands of ethnic minority laborers in Xinjiang are being forced to pick cotton by hand through a coercive state-mandated labor transfer and “poverty alleviation” scheme, with potentially drastic consequences for global supply chains. Xinjiang produces 85 percent of China’s and 20 percent of the world’s cotton. Chinese cotton products, in turn, constitute an important basis for garment production in numerous other Asian countries.

Previously, evidence for forced labor in Xinjiang pertained only to low-skilled manufacturing, including the production of textiles and apparel. This report provides new evidence for coercion specifically related to cotton picking. These findings have much wider implications, affecting all supply chains that involve Xinjiang cotton as a raw material.

On Dec. 2, 2020, the United States placed a Withhold Release Order on cotton produced by the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps. However, this entity only produces 33 percent of Xinjiang’s cotton and only 0.4 percent of its highest-quality long-staple cotton. This report provides evidence for coercive labor related to all cotton produced in Xinjiang.

COVER: A farmer harvests cotton in a field in Hami, Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region of China. (PULATI NIYAZI/Getty Images)
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The evidence shows that in 2018, three Uyghur regions alone mobilized at least 570,000 persons into cotton-picking operations through the government’s coercive labor training and transfer scheme. Xinjiang’s total labor transfer of ethnic minorities into cotton picking likely exceeds that figure by several hundred thousand.

Despite increased mechanization, cotton picking in Xinjiang continues to rely strongly on manual labor. In 2019, about 70 percent of the region’s cotton fields had to be picked by hand – especially the high-quality long-staple cotton predominantly grown in southern Xinjiang’s Uyghur regions, where mechanized picking shares are low. State policies have greatly increased the numbers of local ethnic minority pickers, reducing reliance on outside Han Chinese migrant laborers. The intensive two- to three-month period of cotton picking represents a strategic opportunity to boost rural incomes, and therefore plays a key role in achieving the state’s poverty alleviation targets. These targets are mainly achieved through coercive labor transfers.

Cotton picking is grueling and typically poorly paid work. Labor transfers involve coercive mobilization through local work teams, transfers of pickers in tightly supervised groups, and intrusive on-site surveillance by government officials and (in at least some cases) police officers. Government supervision teams monitor pickers, checking that they have a “stable” state of mind, and administer political indoctrination sessions. Some regions put Uyghur children and elderly persons into centralized care while working-age adults are away on state-assigned cotton-picking work assignments. While not directly related to the campaign of mass internment, these labor transfers can include persons who have been released from internment camps.

The data presented in this report provides strong evidence that the production of the majority of Xinjiang’s cotton involves a coercive, state-run program targeting ethnic minority groups.

1. Introduction to Cotton in Xinjiang

1.1 Mechanization and Manual Labor in Xinjiang’s Cotton-Picking Practices

Xinjiang produces over 20 percent of the world’s cotton.¹ In 2019, Xinjiang produced 84.9 percent of all cotton in China. In 2018, China’s total raw cotton, yarn, textile, and apparel exports constituted almost 10 percent of the total value of national exports.² Some of the world’s highest-quality cotton comes from Xinjiang. The Uyghur-majority regions in southern Xinjiang grow much of the region’s hand-picked cotton, which is of higher quality than machine-picked cotton. They also produce nearly all of the highest-quality long-staple cotton (cotton with long, silky fibers).

Despite increased mechanization, most of the cotton produced in Xinjiang is still picked by hand. Hand-picked cotton is more expensive to produce than machine-harvested cotton. While the government seeks to make Xinjiang cotton more competitive by lowering production

---

² https://www.csis.org/analysis/addressing-forced-labor-xinjiang-uyghur-autonomous-region-toward-shared-agenda, p.4
costs through mechanized harvesting, it has also implemented a massive scheme to meet ongoing manual labor needs by replacing Han migrant cotton pickers with local ethnic minority pickers.

In recent years, Xinjiang’s cost of manual cotton harvesting increased due to rising wages, resulting in increased production costs and reduced profit margins. In the early 2010s, the cost of producing manually-harvested cotton in regions under the authority of the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps (XPCC), a paramilitary entity with a vast economic network that produces over a third of Xinjiang’s cotton, was substantially higher than that of fully mechanized U.S. cotton. Much of this cost difference is related to higher labor expenditures due to lower levels of mechanization. In Korla, a cotton-growing region in central Xinjiang, the cost of hand picking in 2018 was estimated at 5,706 RMB (about $874) per acre, over five times higher than the 1,093 RMB (about $167) per acre for machine picking.

Cotton picking is seasonal labor that takes place annually during an approximately two- to three-month period (September to November). While cotton picking is paid work, it is grueling labor from dawn to dusk and requires full relocation for the harvesting months, and average earnings can be below Xinjiang’s minimum wage level and below publicly stated wages for low-skilled factory work (see Section 3.3). Notably, cotton pickers in Xinjiang have long been difficult to find in sufficient numbers. As a result, cotton growers have relied on hundreds of thousands of migrant workers from other Chinese provinces who have to travel over long distances, which further increased labor costs. In addition, Xinjiang has a history of using involuntary labor for cotton picking. The XPCC especially is known to have used labor from its extensive prison system for the arduous task. Xinjiang has also for years forced hundreds of thousands of secondary school students to pick cotton.

Due to Xinjiang’s high production costs, its cotton production has been subsidized with central government funds since 2011. Between 2013 and 2016, Beijing reduced the state-subsidized target price per metric ton of cotton by 8.8 percent, heightening pressures to reduce production costs (while subsidizing the acquisition of harvesting machines).

Consequently, Xinjiang has heavily promoted mechanized cotton harvesting. However, mechanization shares vary widely by region, and regions with and without substantial mechanization alike continue to rely on large numbers of manual pickers.

In 2019, mechanized harvesting in the XPCC regions reached a share of 83 percent. However, in southern Xinjiang the mechanized harvesting share stood at only 20 percent that year. In 2019, 30.2 percent (1.89 million of 6.27 million acres) of cotton plantations in Xinjiang were harvested through machinery, leaving nearly 70 percent to
“... the majority of Xinjiang’s cotton is produced in regions with comparatively low levels of mechanized harvesting. This, together with pressures to reduce production costs, incentivizes the systematic deployment of low-paid ethnic minority workers.”

1.2 Changes in the Size and Composition of Xinjiang’s Cotton-Picking Workforce

Due to mechanization, the number of workers needed for manual cotton picking in XPCC regions reportedly fell from around 600,000-700,000 in the late 2010s to between 200,000 and 300,000 in 2016. Even so, Xinjiang’s cotton-picking sector continues to employ large numbers of people.

By Oct. 8, 2018, Aksu and Hotan prefectures alone had sent 210,000 seasonal rural surplus laborers via the labor transfer mechanism to XPCC regions. This indicates that even the highly mechanized XPCC

---

8 2019 total cotton planting area figure: https://archive.is/Kpph
9 36.82 million Chinese mu. Source: 2019 Xinjiang Statistical Yearbook (XSY), table 12-17. The XSY gives the total planted area as 2,217.45 hectares (33.26 million Chinese mu), whereas a manual adding of each region and the XPCC results in a total of 2,454.82 hectares (36.82 million Chinese mu). The XSY acknowledges this in a note below the data table. The calculations in this report use the manually added total, which also corresponds more closely to the 6.16 million acres given for 2018 (source: http://www.xinhuang.com/fortune/2019-02-05/c_1124086763.htm or https://archive.is/9NQ0Q).
10 Source: 2019 XSY table 12-17. Regional shares are computed based on the total obtained by adding all regional figures (see previous note).
11 Source: 2019 XSY table 12-17. The XSY gives the total production as 4.57 million tons, whereas a manual adding of each region and the XPCC results in a total of 5.08 million tons. The XSY acknowledges this in a note below the data table. The calculations in this report use the manually added total.
12 Source: 2019 XSY table 12-17.
cotton plantations (which in that year had a mechanization share of 80.4 percent) still require a large amount of manpower.

Xinjiang’s less-mechanized cotton-growing regions continue to require even more laborers. In 2020, Aksu Prefecture was expected to need 142,700 cotton pickers, and in 2018, Kashgar Prefecture employed about 250,000. In the mid-2000s, numbers of cotton pickers needed outside the XPCC regions were variously estimated between 400,000 and 530,000. Despite increased mechanization, a 112 percent increase in the cotton plantation area in these non-XPCC regions between 2006 and 2020 (from 1.91 million to 4.05 million acres) means that these numbers likely have not decreased.

As a result of rural poverty alleviation programs and related labor transfer policies, the shares

---

“A key goal is to keep minorities occupied and surveilled. Factory workers who work and live on secure compounds with dormitories live in environments that are more easily controlled by the state than pastoralists or farmers. Placing minorities into full-time wage labor has become a cornerstone of the state’s coercive social re-engineering project.”

of local ethnic minority laborers among cotton pickers have increased drastically.

In China, the “labor transfer of rural surplus laborers”\(^\text{16}\) refers to transferring rural workers such as farmers or pastoralists into full-time wage labor positions – typically in manufacturing but also service sector jobs or paid seasonal agricultural work such as cotton picking, since this results in a measurable wage income. (The government’s poverty alleviation targets require that household incomes exceed an annual minimum figure that officials can measure reliably.) Such transfers frequently but not invariably involve a physical relocation.

Xinjiang’s motivation for coercive labor is not just economic. A key goal is to keep minorities occupied and surveilled. Factory workers who work and live on secure compounds with dormitories live in environments that are more easily controlled by the state than pastoralists or farmers. Placing minorities into full-time wage labor has become a cornerstone of the state’s coercive social re-engineering project. This scheme of coercive labor is not directly linked to the extrajudicial internment camps. However, persons released from vocational internment camps can end up working alongside those who have gone through the labor transfer scheme.

Traditionally, hundreds of thousands of pickers from other Chinese provinces travelled each year to Xinjiang for the harvesting season. They supplemented local workers not only in XPCC regions but also in southern Xinjiang. Between 2010 and 2016, only about 100,000 cotton pickers annually in XPCC regions were from Xinjiang’s minority regions.\(^\text{17}\) This contrasts with the 210,000 pickers that the Aksu and Hotan prefectures alone sent to the XPCC in 2018. The replacement of Han labor migrants from eastern China with local ethnic minority laborers who are mobilized through labor transfer schemes is taking place in all cotton-growing regions in Xinjiang. In 2018, of 250,000 cotton pickers in Kashgar Prefecture, 210,900 were locals (via labor transfer policies), 39,100 came from other regions of Xinjiang, and only 6,219 or 2.5 percent hailed from other parts of China. The report notes the numbers of cotton pickers from other parts of China are declining. In the same year, the number of cotton pickers in Aksu Prefecture who were organized through the labor transfer mechanism increased by 21 percent. In 2020, Aksu needed 142,700 cotton pickers; of them, 124,500 were locally organized (likewise via state-arranged labor transfers).\(^\text{18}\) Karakax County in Hotan Prefecture sent out more cotton pickers mobilized through labor transfer – an increase from 40,600 in 2017 to 54,000 in 2018, mobilizing 15.7 percent of its population aged 18-59 years to pick cotton in other regions.\(^\text{19}\)

A 2020 news article from Aksu explains that counties with more

\(^\text{16}\) Chinese term for “labor transfer of rural surplus laborers”: nongcun fuyu laodongli zhuanyi jiuye 农村富余劳动力转移就业.
\(^\text{18}\) http://www.sdfzcm.com/a/minsheng/20201015/41477.html or https://archive.is/OIUa; or http://www.zgmsjjw.com/newsshow-10-69081-1.html or https://archive.is/5qFVO.
\(^\text{19}\) In 2018, Karakax County’s population aged 18 to 59 was 545,002. Source: XSY 2019, table 3-9.
cotton plantations request labor from those with fewer plantations, stating that as a result the region "no longer needs to attract cotton pickers from elsewhere." A similar report from Bayingol Prefecture in central Xinjiang quotes a local cotton grower as saying that by hiring Uyghur pickers from southern Xinjiang instead of workers from eastern China, he saves thousands of yuan in round-trip train fares. The report notes that in 2018, Hotan Prefecture alone sent 25,000 cotton pickers to Bayingol. In yet another account, a cotton plantation owner says that as a result of the local labor transfer mechanism mobilizing large numbers of local villagers, he stopped hiring cotton pickers from other regions in 2017.

These changes are directly related to Xinjiang’s expanding push to set up intrusive social control mechanisms and to promote local labor training and transfer mechanisms that target every single rural low-income household. To quote:

> The factors that once prevented the local work force from entering the cotton-picking market no longer exist. This is thanks to the continuous advancement of the work of transferring surplus labor performed by all levels of the Xinjiang government. Especially since 2014, Xinjiang has sent a total of 350,000 cadres to villages for 5 consecutive years to help the masses out of poverty and misery and built strong grassroots organizations. As a result, southern Xinjiang farmers have been effectively organized and devote themselves to poverty alleviation.

Specifically, a key policy document for the state management of cotton pickers from August 2016 required regions to prefer local over external (migrant) workers. The fact that...

---

labor transfers mobilize significant numbers of Uyghurs for picking cotton is also acknowledged in a 2020 academic journal paper published by the Hotan Normal College.

When adding up the aforementioned numbers of cotton pickers for both local and external work assignments, we can estimate that Aksu, Hotan, and Kashgar alone mobilized an estimated 570,000 cotton pickers through the coercive labor transfer mechanism.\(^21\) Other ethnic minority regions that operate labor transfer schemes would easily add tens of thousands, more likely hundreds of thousands, to this figure.\(^22\) To this we would also need to add the numbers of prisoners who are routinely forced to pick cotton, especially in XPC regions, many of whom would be ethnic minorities. Overall, it is safe to state that Xinjiang’s cotton production depends on a coercive labor transfer mechanism that involves well over half a million ethnic minorities.

1.3 The Significance of Cotton Picking for Xinjiang’s Poverty Alleviation Through Employment Policies

The cotton-picking season provides a key opportunity to increase rural incomes in order to meet state-mandated poverty alleviation targets. Utilizing seasonal labor\(^23\) is an explicit part of related policies, and a key component of the entire labor transfer scheme. This strategy relies strongly on cotton picking, a connection that was explicitly highlighted by a leading government official in Xinjiang in October 2018: “We seize cotton picking and other seasonal labor as a key [opportunity] for increasing labor-derived income.”\(^24\) In 2019, Xinjiang’s labor transfer continued the previous year’s strategies of local and supra-local employment transfers, including the ongoing promotion of short-term seasonal labor. In 2020, this continued despite the pandemic.

1.4 Implications for Coercive Labor in Cotton Picking

Overall, Xinjiang’s coercive labor transfer scheme has significantly increased the numbers of local ethnic minorities involved in cotton picking, creating mechanisms that ensure a high annual share of coer-

---

\(^21\) Calculated based on the following 2018 figures cited in the text: Aksu and Hotan to XPCC regions (210,000), Kashgar local (210,900). Aksu local (124,500; 2020 figure assumed to be broadly commensurate with 2018). Hotan to Bayingol Prefecture (25,000; the 2019 XSY, table 12-14, shows that this region had 3.59 million mu of sown cotton separate from the XPCC). The resulting figure of 570,400 is rounded down to 570,000 to reflect an approximate estimate. This figure excludes an unknown but likely relatively small number of local pickers mobilized to pick cotton in Hotan. Several tens of thousands of pickers who were mobilized to Aksu and Kashgar from other parts of Xinjiang (likely at least in part also through labor transfer) are likewise excluded in order to maintain a fairly conservative estimate.

\(^22\) Compare similar labor transfer mobilization efforts in 2020 in other regions with significant ethnic minority populations such as Ili and Changji Prefectures. Source: http://nynt.xinjiang.gov.cn/nynt/dzdt/202001/1cb31775d89a4fc5be49cc6d87816d2.shtml or https://archive.is/RdIX. Compare also Hotan sending 50,000 cotton pickers to Aksu in 2017, source: https://web.archive.org/web/20200104223240/http://www.xjpcsc.gov.cn/uploads/20190427/2b5f3d53f23faa13b8a7b5c8b5b5b6e6.pdf.

\(^23\) Chinese term for “seasonal labor”: jijixing laodong 季节性劳动. Sources: https://archive.is/9xzXR; https://archive.is/kEG0s; https://archive.is/32u0l.

Chen [Quanguo] set up an unprecedented police state in the region, and then in the spring of 2017 initiated the campaign of mass internment whereby up to an estimated 1.8 million ethnic minorities were detained in a sprawling network of internment camps.

Coercive labor in the region's total cotton production. Coercive ethnic minority labor transfers not only dominate manual cotton picking in southern Xinjiang, which produces over three quarters of the region's cotton (and nearly all high-quality long staple cotton); they also play a major role in cotton harvesting in the more mechanized cotton-producing regions. Consequently, coercive labor practices affect the vast majority of Xinjiang's cotton production.

2. The Coercive Nature of Xinjiang’s Transfer of Rural Surplus Laborers

2.1 History of Labor Transfer

Chinese President Xi Jinping's goal to eradicate absolute poverty by 2020 has made poverty alleviation an urgent goal in Xinjiang. According to government documents, the region’s “war on poverty” reached a crucial phase in 2019. Poverty alleviation is commensurate with a military command, and “the southern four regions and prefectures are the main battle field” in the war against poverty. In this relentless "battle," every administrative level is to pressure each successive lower level in order to achieve the set goals at the set time. Since the primary strategy for achieving poverty alleviation targets is job creation through labor transfer, the pressure on officials to fulfill or exceed the mandated labor transfer quotas is very high.

Xinjiang’s labor transfer program started in the early 2000s. By end of 2010, it encompassed 2.2 million rural surplus laborers, 83.8 percent of them ethnic minorities. However, there were numerous issues. For example, Han officials and academics complained that Uyghur workers lacked discipline and stability, resulting in low retention rates and a general unwillingness of the predominantly Han Chinese bosses to hire minority laborers. Minority women in particular preferred to remain in traditional homemaking roles.

In 2014, Xi visited Xinjiang after several violent attacks undertaken by Uyghurs that severely rattled the nation. According to leaked documents published by The New York Times, Xi ordered local officials to embark on a much tougher effort to subjugate Uyghur society. Whereas the previous strategy to pacify Xinjiang had centered on economic development, Xi called for an "ideological cure, an effort to rewire the thinking of the region’s predominantly Muslim minorities."

After Xi’s visit, Xinjiang’s labor transfer efforts soon grew more intrusive and coercive. Levels of coercion rose further when Beijing’s notorious strongman Chen Quanguo became Xinjiang’s party secretary in August 2016. Chen set up an unprecedented police state in the region, and then in the spring of 2017 initiated the campaign of mass internment whereby up to an estimated 1.8 million ethnic minorities were detained in a sprawling network of internment camps.

2.2 ‘Precise Poverty Alleviation’: Targeting Every Household

Immediately after Xi’s visit, a Xinjiang policy document from

---

25 http://fchina.com.cn/2018-02/07/content_50442241.htm or http://archive.is/oVSbm. See the author’s previous research paper on forced labor in Xinjiang for a detailed discussion of the coercive nature of poverty alleviation in Xinjiang. The oppressive nature of welfare in general and poverty alleviation in particular in the context of China’s current regime has also been documented by Jennifer Pan in her recent book.


July 2014 first employed the term “precise poverty alleviation.” The document called for a detailed targeting of poor households via the establishment of a comprehensive digital database system. This database is comparable to the surveillance-oriented Integrated Joint Operations Platform (IJOP) and is likely interconnected with it in some way, but later documents indicate a distinct term. This document also mandated an intensified evaluation of officials’ progress in poverty alleviation work, along with an expanded system of rewards and punishments for meeting or failing to meet targets. Both aspects are important, because the coercive nature of the labor transfer scheme is strongly linked to coercive pressures built into the overarching poverty alleviation framework. In the same year, precise poverty alleviation was hailed as a major conceptual change from “sprinkler irrigation” to “drip irrigation” – a precision-oriented approach that prescribes “targeted therapy” for every single household.

In 2015, a policy document on precise poverty alleviation outlined concrete numerical goals, mandating that by 2020, over 2 million poor persons in 3,029 poor villages (nearly all in ethnic minority regions, especially southern Xinjiang) were to be lifted out of poverty. The primary method of doing so was the creation of jobs and industrialization. The identification of the targets was to be done through precise poverty alleviation.

The next key adjustments were made in January 2016 and set more precise target figures for poverty alleviation through employment and labor transfer. By 2020, 2.61 million persons were to be lifted out of poverty. For 1.74 million of them, this goal was to be achieved through labor transfer and industrialization. For comparison, in mid-2017, southern Xinjiang alone reportedly had a rural population of 7.28 million, with 1.59 million of them classified as poor.

This same document called for a “strengthening of precise poverty alleviation assault measures.” This was the first mention of labor transfer in the context of such a policy document, which also outlined a labor transfer action plan. This plan mandated the creation of a comprehensive public employment infrastructure and required full coverage of vocational training for all rural surplus laborers by 2018. Its language had become more urgent; the pressure on officials to achieve poverty alleviation and employment targets kept increasing.

---

29 [Link](http://web.archive.org/web/20201029154221/http://www.cpad.gov.cn/art/2014/7/10/art_5_34496.html). Chinese term for “precise poverty alleviation”: 没准扶贫. Alternative translations of “precise” include “targeted” or “fine-grained”.

30 This system is likely the one later referred to as the “Xinjiang poverty alleviation assault platform” (新疆脱贫攻坚大数据平台).


32 After 760,000 people were lifted out of poverty in 2015, following targets: 630,000 people to be lifted out of poverty in 2016, 590,000 people out of poverty in 2017, 280,000 people out of poverty in 2018, 220,000 people out of poverty in 2019, and 130,000 people out of poverty in 2020.

33 [Link](http://www.xinjiang.gov.cn/xinjiang/gfxwj/201706/15023116ce80428c8d3246c252f2d17f.shtml) or [Link](https://archive.is/Fan2D), page 6.

34 These “assault” measures (the term can be translated as “to assault” or “to tackle”) refer to the various measures used by the state in the “war” on poverty, including digital databases, measures that target every single individual, income-earning activities through employment creation and labor transfer, etc. This terminology also refers to the “stringent” nature of implementing them, the strictness and intensity surrounding related goals, targets and quotas, and the urgency and pressure placed on officials to achieve them.
In July 2016, just prior to Chen’s transfer to Xinjiang from Tibet, Xinjiang issued an action plan that explicitly specified details of the evolving labor transfer policy. This document was the first to specifically mandate thought transformation, calling for the "transformation of views on employment."\(^{35}\) It also specified an "order-oriented" approach to labor transfer, where companies put in orders for employees with certain skills and the state then takes batches of ethnic minorities, trains them accordingly, and delivers them to companies.\(^{36}\) This approach was later adopted in Tibet. The aim was to increasingly streamline the labor transfer process so that rural surplus laborers would immediately be shipped off to work destinations after their training, precluding a return to their original livelihoods. The document also spoke of the establishment of labor-intensive industries through "satellite factories," small workshops designed to provide employment in villages, bringing jobs to those who cannot easily travel to get jobs. It also mandated the further expansion of the digital database system, ensuring that "not one household and not one person is being missed."

In August 2016, Xinjiang issued a notice about the state management of seasonal workers, including cotton pickers.\(^{37}\) It prescribed a process of close supervision and intensified indoctrination of these workers in collaboration with the public security agencies, notably "thought education and ethnic unity education" to "lead all ethnic workers to obey the law and to proactively resist illegal religious activities." The recruitment and organization of cotton pickers was to be a top-down, state-controlled process by which local counties coordinate labor needs with cotton planting regions and mobilize the required workforce. The implementation of these stipulations is evident from subsequent sources, such as a document from Aksu Prefecture from 2020 mandating that cotton pickers are accompanied by cadres who "must eat, live, study and work with them, vigorously implementing thought education during cotton picking."

### 2.3 Intensified ‘Battle’: Militarized Training and Thought Transformation

In 2017, the year when the mass internments began, the labor training and transfer process in ethnic minority regions became even more coercive. Training settings for targeted groups of rural surplus laborers became highly militarized, increasingly securitized, and in several ways not dissimilar to the vocational internment camps. Trainings were to adopt a strictly disciplinary management style with an even stronger focus on intrusive political indoctrination and thought education efforts. This included the singing of "red songs," learning to be grateful to the Chinese Communist Party, education in Chinese language, obeying the law, and so on. Numerous policy documents mandated that this "basic labor quality education" training component was to be implemented in the form...
of “military-style management” in order to maximize “iron-like” discipline, obedience, and the production of “standardized behavior.”

A key aspect is transforming the minorities’ “backward” work attitude from “I am wanted to work” to “I want to work.” Depending on the training setting and the target group, this training component, which comes prior to any actual vocational training, can last between six days and six months. In some regions, these vocational training and thought indoctrination efforts were enhanced beyond traditional vocational training settings by making government officials “sleep, live, work, study and unite thoughts” with households.

The main purpose of this intensified coercion is to enable the state to guarantee labor transfer outcomes. This training process sends a strong message that the state is in charge. Surplus laborers might have a choice in what vocational training they receive, but not whether they participate in the labor transfer process. Moreover, it makes the recruitment of Uyghurs and other minorities more attractive for Chinese companies. Through coercive, militarized vocational training with strong indoctrination components, minority laborers are “transformed from farmers to industry workers,” meaning that hard-working, stable (will not quit and return home), and safe (will not cause problems). This process effectively turns them into a secondary-class workforce, creating a fertile ground for labor exploitation.

2.4 Implications

The available evidence clearly suggests that labor transfers for cotton picking are taking place in an increasingly coercive environment. Especially since the middle of 2016, such transfers occur under high degrees of coercion. This also explains why local minorities have been replacing Han migrants from other parts of China since at least 2017.

3. Evidence of Coercion in the Recruitment, Transfer, and Management of Transferred Laborers in Xinjiang’s Cotton-Picking Sector

3.1 Overcoming ‘Laziness’: How the State Mobilizes Minority Cotton Pickers

Since cotton picking is hard work, state propaganda accounts of mobilizing pickers have the overarching theme of overcoming workers’ reticence to participate in the scheme. This is unilaterally ascribed to two main factors: their outdated and backward employ-
“The village-based work teams became a key component in the seamless integration of social control and securitization, linking household information with data from surveillance systems and the entire police state.”
securitization, surveillance, social control, and poverty alleviation is seamless, there is no telling where coercion stops and where locals may exhibit a degree of consent.46 Government reports abound with the “success stories” of village work teams who ceaselessly visit resistant families until they “agree” to work, a process that involves “transformed thinking.”47 Numerous government and related media accounts document that village-based work teams who enter every single local home play a key role in mobilizing rural low-income Uyghurs and other minorities into cotton picking. The earliest accounts are from autumn 2016, which is consistent with the wider policy picture and the changes that emerged with Chen’s arrival.48

One account from December 2017 from Aymak village in Aksu Prefecture notes that the village-based work team was commending outstanding cotton pickers among 77 villagers who had been organized to pick cotton. The account states that through “long-term preaching,” the state is “creating an atmosphere that labor is glorious and laziness is shameful.” Another account from 2019 notes that the village work team managed to overcome the villagers’ attitude of “waiting, relying [on others] and wanting [handouts],” their “deep-rooted lazy thinking” and their “lack of inner motivation,” and organized 172 of them to leave their homes and work through the labor transfer scheme. Many of them have been working as cotton pickers.

A 2019 report from Wensu County in Aksu Prefecture notes that after “getting rid of the old-fashioned, blocked and lazy thoughts of the peasants and herders,” the town has used employment as the “golden key to unlock the poverty-solving problem.” People’s thoughts were “liberated” through “education,” and 9,669 were put through the labor transfer scheme. In the autumn, locals were mobilized to “strive for work” and to pick cotton. Finally, a September 2018 account from Baicheng County in Aksu Prefecture describes how the village-based work team patiently liberated Uyghur village Er’eli Hekim from his serious thought problems. Thanks to thought transformation work, he followed the call to go and pick cotton once he received the work team’s notification. At the end of the account, he is cited as saying:

In the past, my lazy thoughts of ‘waiting, relying, and asking’ were serious. I only knew how to ask for things from the party and the government. Now, I finally understand that the happiest [thing] is to use the money I earn with my hard-working hands and my sweat. In the future, with the support of the party and the government’s policy […], I will earn more money and make my family’s life better every day.

46 See e.g. https://archive.is/e45fJ.
47 See e.g. http://www.xjdr.gov.cn/info/11388/22911.htm or http://archive.is/wzySf.
Village-based work teams and other government workers spare no effort in the mobilization process. In a township that annually mobilizes 3,000 cotton pickers, 30 officials were reported to enter households to “mobilize surplus laborers to go out.” In a village in Jiashi County in Kashgar Prefecture, where locals were discovered to be “unwilling to go out to work,” officials entered every home for a second time and undertook “thought education work” until 60 persons had been mobilized into picking cotton. Many of those shown lining up in front of the labor transfer bus are elderly men and women, because at that time (September 2017) many among the younger population had been sent to internment camps.

The mobilization of minority cotton pickers can involve other measures designed to “free” them to leave their homes for two months. This includes centralized childcare and elderly care, as well as organizing the remaining villagers into small teams to look after the animals of those who pick cotton. Based on previous research, it is clear that such centralized childcare would take place in either full-time boarding facilities or state-run orphanages, both settings that heavily indoctrinate children and punish them if they don’t speak Chinese both in class and outside. Such arrangements that separate parents from children heighten concerns of coercion.

As a result of labor transfer mobilization, propaganda accounts proudly proclaim that cotton growers no longer have to search for workers. Local governments liaise with them well in advance and simply mobilize the needed numbers of laborers. As one grower says:

In the past ... in order to recruit cotton pickers, we squatted at train stations and long-distance bus stations all day, holding up signs and asking everywhere. Now, the counties and townships plan early to continuously optimize the management of the service of [providing] cotton pickers; the [cotton-growing] villagers no longer worry about finding pickers.

These and numerous similar accounts raise grave concerns about systemic, state-sponsored coercion in the annual process of mobilizing hundreds of thousands of local cotton pickers.

3.2 Streamlined Process: Efficient Large-Scale Operations with Guaranteed Outcomes

Starting in 2017 and 2018, the labor transfers’ increasingly coercive vocational training process was complemented with an increasingly tightly controlled transfer mechanism to further ensure the fulfillment of state-mandated labor transfer quotas. One document spoke of a “centralized” training and transfer process that adopted a model of “unified organization [of trainees], unified registration, unified boarding, unified teaching materials, unified delivery to enterprises.”49 Several other documents describe the streamlined transfer process as

49 Chinese for “unified organization [of trainees], unified registration, unified boarding, unified teaching materials, unified delivery to enterprises”: tongyi zuzhi, tongyi baodao, tongyi shisu, tongyi jiaocai, tongyi xiang qiye shusong. (www.jpolrisk.com)
“unified organization, unified training, unified delivery.”

Media accounts of labor transfers show groups of hundreds of workers, all dressed in the same work or military uniform, lining up in rows to perform vows to the Party or boarding trains to their work destinations. Various sources state that these workers may be accompanied by government minders, with one official for each group of 30 to 50 transferred laborers. These groups are further divided into smaller units of 10, headed by group leaders, to ensure high levels of micromanagement and control during both transfer and on-site management at work destinations. By September 2017, Hotan Prefecture had established a network of “service stations” in locations throughout Xinjiang, staffed by Hotan cadres, in order to supervise arriving labor transfer groups.

The transfer of cotton pickers likewise typically follows a centralized and supervised process that involves accompanying government minders. A 2015 account speaks of the labor transfer of 2,293 workers, mostly couples, for cotton picking and other agricultural work. In one village, 200 laborers were accompanied by a team of seven cadres, a ratio of about 29 workers per cadre. An account from 2019 makes the expectations that come with that arrangement very clear:

_Faced with the strong-[willed] and simple-[minded] villagers, the work team gathered everyone together to state the demands. The first thing is to keep in mind that all migrant workers are a collective. Travel and work must be done in an organized and disciplined manner, and by obeying the arrangements of the accompanying village cadres ..._54

An account from 2017 from Kashgar Prefecture notes that 129 cotton pickers from two villages were accompanied by more than cadres. Local “work-team cadres and police station guards regularly visit them often and provide them with security services.” Another account from 2018 notes that “cadres provide services to cotton pickers 24 hours [per day].”55 Similarly, a report from Aksu from 2020 states that cotton pickers are transferred to their work destinations in a “point-to-point transfer” fashion, which the article also refers to as “nanny-style service.” Cadres have different roles, with some acting as "security staff":

_Give full play to the front-line [cadres acting as] 'instructors,' 'security staff,' and 'service staff.' Except under special circumstances, these must eat, live, study and work together [with the cotton pickers], actively carry out ideological education during cotton picking, carry out epidemic prevention and control work, and assist in solving issues related to wage [payments] or accidental injuries."

The account sternly warns cadres that they cannot “sleep in” but must be with the workers at all times. They are to operate like overseers.

Another report from Bayingol Prefecture’s Qiemo County from 2020 notes that cadres organize daily competitions for cotton pickers to see who can pick the largest amount, aiming to “continuously mobilize everyone’s enthusiasm and initiative.” In the context of Xinjiang’s coercive, state-sponsored labor schemes and of the strenuous work of picking cotton, such a constant spurring on is arguably highly problematic.

Another aspect of coercion in the labor transfer of cotton pickers is that numerous accounts speak of village-based work teams conducting “comfort visits” to cotton pickers while they are performing hard work away from their homes and families. Officials commonly embark on such comfort visits and give related presents to family members of persons who are...
“... it is clear that labor transfers for cotton picking involve a very high risk of forced labor. Some minorities may exhibit a degree of consent in relation to this process, and they may benefit financially. However, in a system where the transition between securitization and poverty alleviation is seamless, and where the threat of extralegal internment looms large, it is impossible to define where coercion ends and where local consent may begin.”

detained in camps.57 In late 2019, a Kashgar Prefecture law enforcement unit within the Land and Resources Department, organized as a village-based work team, performed such a comfort visit to 150 cotton pickers working in an XPCC region. They gave them presents (mostly food) and carefully inquired as to their state of mind.58 To their “joy,” the team members found that the pickers’ state of mind was “stable.” The team leader told them, “We hope you will carry forward the spirit of hard work and being willing to suffer, work diligently, and finish the task of picking cotton according to the plan.”

Another account of a village-based work team conducting a comfort visit to transferred cotton pickers from Kashgar notes that the “villagers are working extremely hard,” they are “very simply, able to obey commands, and obey the management.”59 This, of course, is precisely the intended outcome of the coercive labor training and transfer scheme.

3.3 Evidence Regarding Average Incomes for Cotton Picking

State propaganda accounts often claim that cotton pickers can earn up to 10,000 RMB or more during their two to three months of hard labor, resulting in an impressive monthly income of 5,000 RMB or more. China’s rural absolute poverty income line in 2019 stood at 4,000 RMB per person per year, meaning that a household of five would need to earn a total of 20,000 RMB or 1,667 RMB per month. Government and media reports claim that transferred laborers can earn around 2,000 to 4,000 RMB per month from factory work. Witnesses who had been released from internment camps and forced to work in factories reported being promised a monthly wage of only around 600 RMB, with actual pay being even less.

One account of transferred cotton pickers claimed an average monthly income of 4,800 RMB. Two other accounts, however, give average income figures of only 1,670 and 1,805 RMB per month. These averages also are skewed by the fact that especially skilled or able-bodied pickers can earn high amounts, while the majority of workers are left with comparatively mediocre remunerations. While the available data points on this are limited and not representative, it is concerning that these averages are below the region’s minimum wage and below publicly stated wages for low-skilled factory work. Given that

---

58 Chinese for “state of mind”: sixiang zhuangtai 思想状况.
cotton picking is difficult and typically requires relocation for months, this level of remuneration may not be attractive to some or many of those subjected to seasonal labor transfer – a factor that increases concerns about coercion.

3.4 Implications

The evidence presented in Section 2 showed that the recruitment and deployment of cotton pickers takes place within the general context of a coercive labor transfer scheme. This by itself would constitute sufficient evidence to raise serious concerns over forced labor in cotton picking. The abundance of cases presented in this section strengthens this evidence considerably, given that these cases clearly demonstrate coercion in labor transfer processes specific to cotton picking. Overall, it is clear that labor transfers for cotton picking involve a very high risk of forced labor. Some minorities may exhibit a degree of consent in relation to this process, and they may benefit financially. However, in a system where the transition between securitization and poverty alleviation is seamless, and where the threat of extralegal internment looms large, it is impossible to define where coercion ends and where local consent may begin.

4. Conclusions

This report has established three key findings:

1. The production of Xinjiang cotton continues to heavily rely on manual labor, primarily in cotton picking. This applies even more to the production of higher-quality cotton.

2. The state’s labor transfer scheme mobilizes hundreds of thousands (in 2018, upward of half a million) cotton pickers from ethnic minority regions.

3. There are strong indications that the labor transfer scheme is coercive in key aspects (recruitment, transfer, on-site management). Evidence for this exists both for the broader scheme in general and specifically for labor transfer into cotton picking.

Therefore, it is very likely that a major share of cotton production in Xinjiang is tainted with forced labor. In the absence of the ability to conduct meaningful and independent audits of actual working conditions, it must be assumed that any cotton from Xinjiang may involve coercive labor, with the likelihood of coercion being very high. This has drastic implications for supply chains not only within China, but also for countries such as India, Vietnam, Bangladesh, or Pakistan, to which Chinese cotton yarn and fabric is exported and made into clothing.61

These implications reach beyond Asia and into global supply chains and related government policies.

The U.S. government should put a Withhold Release Order on any product that contains cotton from any part of Xinjiang, not just cotton produced in XPCC regions. This could be based on a “rebuttable presumption,” similar to the Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention Act, shifting the burden of proof to those who seek to use such products in their supply chains. Any product made in whole or part with cotton from China also needs to be closely scrutinized, given that Xinjiang produces about 85 percent of all Chinese cotton. Other governments should establish similar measures.

Companies should be required to thoroughly investigate the role of Chinese cotton in their supply chains, even if any related production takes place outside China, but this by itself is insufficient. Governments must also be proactive in related monitoring procedures.
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